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Helvetica is a very popular sans serif font that has been around since 1957. Its clean modern simplicity makes it a top choice for designers, and the fonts are immediately visible everywhere. Although it starts with only light and medium weights, it's not long before slanting and daring are added. In time, Helvetica will have more font versions than any designer
knows what to do. Linotype licensed Helvetica to Adobe and Apple early on, and it became one of the standard PostScript fonts, guaranteeing widespread use. You can see different versions of Helvetica at work in the logo for JCPenney, Jeep, Kawasaki, Target, Motorola, Toyota, Lufthansa, Skype, and Panasonic. In addition to the versions listed here,
Helvetica exists for the Hebrew, Greek, Latin, Japanese, Hindi, Urdu, Cyrillic, and Vietnamese alphabets. No one knows how many Helvetica fonts are out there. When Linotype acquired the Helvetica font family, it messed up with two different names for the same version and variations in design features. To make an order out of it all, the company pulled
back the entire Helvetica font family and dubbed it Neue Helvetica. It also adds a numbering system to identify all styles and weights. The numbers distinguish many variations in Neue Helvetica. There may be (and perhaps) a subtle and not very subtle difference between Helvetica Condensed Light Oblique and Helvetica Neue 47 Light Condensed Oblique.
When trying to match fonts, you may be happier using one on top of the other. Helvetica is not one of the web-safe fonts. This is included on macs but not on Windows PCs. If the viewer or reader doesn't have Helvetica, your webpage or document is displayed in the same font—most likely Arial. Some fonts are listed more than once with little variation (Thick
Black and Thick Black, for example) because different vendors list one name instead of another. This list may not be complete, but it is the beginning in listing all the various flavors of Helvetica. LightLight ObliqueMediumBlack CondensedBlack Condensed ObliqueBlack ItalicBlack ObliqueBlack RomanBold CondensedBold Condensed ObliqueBold ItalicBold
ObliqueBold RomanBook ItAlicBook RomanCentral European Bold (Central Europe = CE)Central Europe Narrow BoldCentral Europe Narrow RomanCentral European RomanCompressed RomanCondensedCondensed BlackCondensed Black ItalicCondensed Black ObliqueCondensed Black RomanCondensed BoldCondensed Bold ItalicCondens Ed Bold
ObliqueCondensed Bold RomanCondensed Book ItalicCondensed Book RomanCondensed Light ItalicCondensed Light ObliqueCondensed Light RomanCondensed MediumCondensed MediumCondensed ItalicsCondensed RomanCyrillicCyrillic BoldCyrillic Bold InclinedCyrillic InclinedCyrillic Inserat UprightCyrillic UprightExtra CompressedExtra
Compressed RomanFraction BoldFraction BookFractions MediumFractions MediumFractions BoldGreek InclinedGreek InclinedGreek UprightGreek Monotonic BoldGreek Monotonic Bold InclinedGreek Monotonic InclinedGreek Monotonic Monotonic Polytonic BoldGreek Polytonic Bold InclinedGreek Polytonic InclinedGreek Polytonic Upright(Greek Polytonic
= GreekP)InseratInserat Cyrillic UprightInserat RomanLightLight ViscousLight Condensed ObliqueLight ItalicLight ObliqueLight RomanNarrowNarrow BoldNarrow Bold ItalicNarrow Bold ObliqueNarrow Bold RomanNarrow Books ItalicNarrow Books RomanNarrow ObliqueNarrow RomanNarrow Roman ObliqueObliqueRomanRoman ObliqueRounded Black
Rounded Black ObliqueRounded BoldRounded Bold ObliqueRounded Bold Condensed Bold Condensed ObliQueTextbook Bold ObliqueTextbook Roman ObliqueTextbook Roman ObliqueUltra CompressedUltra CompressedUltra Compressed Roman Multiple vendors carry Neue fonts without number designation or without Neue designation. Additionally,
some vendors slightly reverse the name. 37 Thin Condensed and 37 Condensed Thin are the same fonts. Often Italics and Italics are used interchangeably as well. Only one version name is included here. There is an old Neue version and a version that includes the Euro symbol. Ask your vendor if you get a version with Euros. 23 Ultra Light Extended23
Ultra Light Extended Oblique25 Ultra Light26 Ultra Light Italic27 Ultra Light Condensed27 Ultra Light Condensed Oblique33 Thin Extended33 Thin Extended Oblique35 Thin36 Thin Italic37 Thin Condensed37 Thin Condensed Oblique43 Light Extended43 Light Extended Oblique43 Extended Light Oblique45 Light46 Light Italic47 Light Condensed47 Light
Condensed Oblique53 Extended53 Extended Oblique55 Roman56 Italic57 Condensed57 Condensed Oblique63 Medium Extend Medium Extended63 Medium Extended Oblique65 Medium66 Medium Italic67 Medium Condensed67 Medium Condensed Oblique73 Bold Extended73 Bolded Oblique75 Bold75 Bold Outline76 Thick Italic77 Bold Condensed77
Bold Condensed Oblique83 Heavy Extended83 Heavy Extended Oblique85 Heavy Italic87 Heavy Condensed87 Heavy Condensed Tilt93 Black Extended93 Extended Black Itali95 Black96 Black Italic97 Black Condensed97 Black Viscous Italic107 Extra Black Viscous 107 Extra Black Viscous Oblique CE 25 Ultra LightCE 26 Ultra Light ItalicCE 35 ThinCE 36
Thin ItalicCE 45 LightCE 46 Light ItalicCE 55 RomanCE 56 ItalicCE 65 MediumCE 66 Medium ItalicCE 75 BoldCE 76 Bold ItalicCE 85 HeavyCE 86 Heavy ItalicCE 95 BlackCE 96 Black Italic The best monogrammed fonts are featured in some amazing monograms. From General Electric to Yves Saint Laurent and NASA's iconic worms, there are plenty of
cleverly drawn monogrammed logos, often with iconic and memorable typefaces. When you ask the graphic designer which font they will use to create a monogrammed logo, which will both tell you that, you should draw those bad boys. However, designers rarely draw monograms from scratch, and while identity projects get down to the ground and creative
approaches are being completed with clients, designers will tinker with a variety of different concepts. Highly off-the-shelf fonts design phases, and sometimes end up being used with very few tweaks even in what might look like a highly crafted monogrammed logo (see our favorite monogram logo ever in our roundup). By chatting with various designers and
looking for beautiful monogrammed logos in the wild, we've compiled a list of unique, interesting, and even outrageous fonts that can inspire your next monogrammed venture. And if you're looking for more font inspiration, don't miss the list of the best free fonts available, best italic fonts or our favorite handwritten fonts. 01. FidelioFidelio: Alterative characters
with extravagant swashes make Fidelio a playground for logo designers (Image credit: Bauer Types)Price: From £31.99Download hereDrawn by French graphic designer and typographer José Mendoza y Almieda in 1980, Fidelio is named after Beethoven's only opera. Despite this Germanic influence, this is a chancellor's manuscript with a Roman look and
feel. Loops and their proliferatiy are interesting, but not exaggerated, and pulling brand name initials together in a variety of ways will result in some interesting permutations as letter extensions interact. Beauty brand Armand Dupree uses Fidelio almost unchanged in its monogrammed logo.02. BaskervilleYou don't have to look far for fonts that can produce a
fantastic monogrammed logo (Image credit: Adobe Fonts)Price: From £35Download hereDesign in the 1750s, Baskerville is a classic typography you may already have in your arsenal – it's part of the Adobe Fonts collection after all. Inspired by Didot and Bodoni, this is the contrast between the thick and thin strokes you'll play with when using Baskerville as
the basis for a monogrammed logo. Bring up that contrast until the thin strokes disappear and with a touch of creative magic you'll create a monogram that is an abstract shape while still being read as a letter to the viewer. V&amp;Amp;A logo A and Roger Federer are examples where Baskerville-style fonts are the beginning of something special. There's
something fun about the Caslon Graphique curves and how they flow into thick vertical elements (Image credit: Urw Type Foundry)Price: From £23,20Download hereCaslon is another classic English typeface that's hard to beat. The original font family was developed by Caslon in the 1720s, and the Caslon Graphique takes that basic proportion and pumps
out the contrast. As with Baskerville, the interplay between light and heavy strokes is what makes Caslon Graphique happy to work with in logo development. 04. Bellissima ScriptEmbossed in soft and chewy stock, Bellissima Script instantly evokes a sophisticated and timeless feel (Image credit: Sudtipos)Price: From $79Download hereIn the days of yore,
monograms formed from initials important and sewn onto their clothes in fancy calligraphy letters. Bellissima Script gives you all the delicious swooping and swashes you'll ever need when designing a monogrammed logo with elegant, sophisticated Baroque feel. Bellissima Script is not only ooze with class, it is an award-winning typography by Alejandro
Paul, who helped its founder Sudtipos make his name in the early 2000s.05. American TypewriterSeen is here in the form of a lightweight condensed, serif American Typewriter only weeping over the addition of loops and swooshes (Image credit: FontHaus)Price: From £35Download hereAlthough inspired by typewriter fonts, American Typewriter was never
really used in machines and now enjoys life in the digital realm as a MacOS and iOS font system. Thus, it is likely right under your nose, ready for use in your monogrammed logo design. The lightest version of this typeface, with its soft curves and delicate slab serifs, cries to be associated with cleverly drawn swashes. Well-linked, the two- and three-letter
monograms in this typeface work well as well as the white of the colors in roundel.06. Maelstrom SansWith his negative approach to contrasting stroke weight, Maelstrom has a hidden optical effect that has yet to be discovered (Image credit: Klim Type Foundry)Price: From $50Download hereEver since the late 90s, New Zealand's Kris Sowersby has actually
killed it typographically through his Klim Type Drive. Maelstrom and Maelstrom Sans are typography that radically reverses typographic norms when contrasting. Where typography like Didot will have a thin stroke, Maelstrom goes thick... and then some. It's not the only typeface to do this - it also sees negative variations of the Karloff Typotheque - but it's
probably the most extreme. Playing with Maelstrom will result in a monogrammed logo that the world has never seen, so why not give it a try?07. History Decorative Layers in History used by Studio8585 to create these monograms for sports retailer Momento Venerem (Image credit: Studio8585)Price: From $80Download hereExperimentation with letters and
find new ways to connect them is the core of designing an attractive monogrammed logo, and the History of Peter Bil'ak's Netherlands foundry Typotheque is the type of letter that offers many standard Roman letter forms there , and you can build them in layers, adding serifs, swashes, outlines, patterns, and more. There's a lot of scope with this font to create
a lot of truly unique monogrammed logos, and History has been applied in an interesting way already in the world of identity design.08. BisectIt's pretty niche, but Bisect is full of possibilities if you can match it to the right brand (Image credit: MuirMcNeil)Price: From £45Download hereLike History, Bisect is a type system that uses layers for interesting effects.
However, where History celebrates the past, Bisect effuses about the future. Geometric fonts and it composes each letter of the basic form, fitting it into a box on the grid. Different fonts in the typeface are designed to work in layers and use them in a way that can produce a monogrammed logo with two two future and one retro slice in its look and feel. Also
read: Best monospaced font09. Grotesk FounderWhen Bruce Mau created the identity for the Ullens Center for Contemporary Art he took the knife to Founders Grotesk (Image credit: Bruce Mau Design)Price: From $50Download hereA modern geometric typeface may not seem like you go to when thinking about monogrammed logos, but if your client's
branding is a modern organization then why not use one and not just think outside the box , cut the box completely? The great thing about geometric typefaces where the 'O' forms the perfect circle is that often the letters can be dik quarterly and used to create new typographic structures – and that's where the possibilities come to the fore in terms of
monogrammed logo design. The founder of Grotesk is a great example, but you can also try Avant Garde, DIN, Futura and many others.10. DigestiveDesigner Thomas van Ryzewyk makes this monogram for perfume brand Thomas Kosmala at Digestive (Image credit: Thomas Kosmala Paris)Price: From $129Download hereAkcording to its designers,
Digestion is descended from art nouveau and Gothic architectural influences. However, looking at this type of set in the face you would be forgiven for thinking that it is actually a clever attempt to form letters from the digestive tract of higher mammals. Never run away from fonts like this: unusual and even ugly typography can produce the most interesting
and experimental monogrammed logos and they should not be abolished. Digestion is mind control - use and look for others like that.11. Vance SerifAncient Roman and Early Christian architecture affects Vance Serif but doesn't feel old or traditional (Image credit: Typeverything)Price: From €49Download hereMuch like Fidelio, the font we started with, Vance
Serif has a Roman look to it and beautiful swashes that lend themselves so well to monogrammed logo designs. Indeed, it was inspired by Roman architecture and like a great classical typeface has a very solid underlying structure. Originally designed for architecture firm Clayton Vance as a bespoke typography by Kevin Cantrell and Andrei Robu, it is now
available for the pleasure of designing your logo. Read more: read more:
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